
Brough Park Running Club weekly event. (08/07/2017) 
What a turnaround from last week, this was a perfect morning for a walk, jog, run or a 
combination of all, around the park; and once again a handful of newbie’s. 
Continuing her road to fitness in the 1.5K, Dan Bartram wasn’t hampered by young Marlie on 
this occasion and managed to pip Rebecca Dodd by three seconds in 10.34; both managing to 
cross the line just before speedy, Lara Smith (7) and father Martin; the former finishing over 
ninety seconds faster than her previous two outings in the 2.2K, but five seconds off her PB in 
10.39. The youngster’s fourteen-year-old brother, Harrison, wasn’t about to follow the pace 
and eased around the in a slower than usual 11.28; with mother, Julie, recording a 
commendable 12.27, despite a heavily strapped knee. 
Eight-year-old, Olivia-May Lovatt returned - after a few weeks off due to breathing problems – 
and completed the shorter distance in 10.31 with mother, Julie, hot on her heels; as were Libby 
Stoddart (7) and five-year-old Harry Cope in their inaugural event.  
There was a twenty eight second personal best time for Kerry Nixon in 11.36 – that’s three 
minutes better after only five events and regular training sessions; followed ten seconds later 
by Edward Dodd who chose a slower gait to cross the line two seconds ahead of Joe Locket’s 
first-event-time; Martha Williams (7) was another two seconds in arrears - gaining a PB of 
twelve seconds - as she was escorted to the line by father Tony, who then continued on to 
finish the longest distance in 25.49; only two minutes behind his best solo-time. 
Nine-year-old, Imogen Phillips, once again headed the other family members; her 11.53 time 
was an improvement of seventy seconds over the last recorded time; mother, Joanne, had a 
little more freedom and forged out a PB of twenty three seconds to 11.40; Noah (6) followed 
with a slightly slower 13.54; while father, Martin, covered the 3.6K in 16.04; their placing split 
by a slower than usual 13.06 for five-year-old William Dodd. Matthew Goldstraw looked 
stressed throughout the 2.2K, clutching his chest at times, however, it wasn’t so much as a 
heart problem just the pain from trying to consume great volumes of air that is needed to feed 
the muscles as he completed the distance in 14.26. 
V45, Lisa Soutart started out with siblings, Rees and Libby (8), however, they all chose 
different distances and finished twenty six minutes apart; Libby completed the 1.5K in 10.44, 
with mother taking up the challenge of the full distance in 36.24, with Rees clocking 15.54 in 
the 2.2K.  
There was a 2.2K personal best time reduction of fifteen seconds for v50, Louise Rogers; her 
17.03 time was thirteen ahead of v65, Mary-Jane Searles and a further two seconds ahead of a 
slower 3.6K for Louise Hackett (13); with Zoe Kenealy escorting Elodie (4) to the 1.5K line in 
19.28. V80, Bryan Vigrass ran alongside of the playful Joshua Eames (6) to 21.08 finish in the 
2.2K. 
Isaac Elkington has competed in over a dozen 5K events, leading most of them, however, he 
had never paced alongside of Gareth Briggs before; trying his best to tail the latter throughout 
the first lap but couldn’t maintain the effort to finish seventy one seconds adrift in 20.56. 
Archie Cooper and Donna Eames exchanged places numerous times throughout the full 
distance; the challenge enabled the latter to gain an improved 23.16 finish, which was twenty 
five seconds behind and forty one ahead of Dan Knowles. 
Too much ‘pop’ the night before took its toll on Richard Dodd; finishing with a slower 24.32 in 
the 3.6K, which was only twenty five seconds ahead of Paul Goldstraw’s improved full distance 
time – a surprising result considering his foray in the Roaches leg of the Summer Series - an 
effort that could have been bettered by James Locket had he not erred of course on more than 
one occasion. 
The following entrants all see their times ebb and flow on a regular basis; on this outing they 
all recorded slightly slower times than their best: Karl Birch, Helen Finney, Jan Percival, 
Wendy Lee and Dawn Brown recorded 27.10. 27.22, 28.36, 29.54 and 25.13 respectively. 



 
Many thanks to recorders: Daisy Williams, Sam Goldstraw, Rachel and Steve Massey. A double 
thank you to the latter for assisting in the clear up.  
B. (An ear to the ground and an eye on the times) 


